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T

he highpoint of Italy’s summer falls
on 10 August, the feast day of Saint
Lawrence, when the heavens are
etched with meteor showers that Italians
greet with blazing bonfires along the shores
of the Adriatic and communal feasts in
Tuscan piazzas.
In Verona, celebrations take place at the
Roman amphitheatre to commemorate the
inauguration of the city’s annual summer
opera festival. This year also marked the
centenary of the Festival: the event was
launched on 10 August 1913 with Giuseppe
Verdi’s Aida, organised by the Italian
impresario Ottone Rovato and the star
Veronese tenor Giovanni Zenatello (who
sang the role of Radamès under legendary
conductor Tullio Serafin).
Ettore Fagiuoli, a local architect who
built Art Nouveau villas in Verona’s
gracious northern suburbs, created an
ambitious production that deviated from
the provincial, made-to-measure painted
scenery that was typical of opera stagings
at the time. His colossal, three-dimensional
sets lured Europe’s emerging cultural elite,
who flocked to centres such as Verona
during the summer in search of artistic
sustenance: Franz Kafka, Giacomo Puccini,
Pietro Mascagni and Arrigo Boito were
among the 14,000 spectators at the Arena’s
opening night.
In the century following Fagiuoli’s
spectacular staging, Verdi’s Aida (in various
productions) has become an Arena
fixture with 597 performances to date, far
outranking Carmen, in second place with
226 performances, and Nabucco, in third
place with 176 performances. This year, the
Ettore Fagiuoli’s 1913 staging of Aida, recreated
for today. Photos by Foto Ennevi courtesy of the
Fondazione Arena di Verona
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Arena rolled out two contrasting Aidas for
its Centennial Festival, in order to honour
Verdi in the bicentenary of his birth.
First up was a new production by the
iconoclastic Catalan theatre ensemble,
La Fura dels Baus, making their Arena
debut with a postmodern interpretation
that alienated traditionalists and raised
eyebrows among critics. The production
included a 15-minute prelude of whipping
winds piped over speakers, opening
to scenes of parched sand dunes, robotic
camels, horses and elephants, and a
solar power-plant modelled on FontRomeu’s extraordinary mirror-surfaced
Odeillo in the Pyrenees. The producers’
intention was to toast the next 100 years of
Aida; but in a nation racked by a precarious
government and unrelenting financial
crisis, the bleak wasteland on stage seemed
more like an uninspiring vision of a
nihilistic future.
In any case, what’s the point of trying to
predict an uncertain future when you can
rest on Aida’s well-earned laurels? With a
nod to nostalgia, the Verona Festival hauled
out Fagiuoli’s historic 1913 production of
Verdi’s opera, originally unearthed and
restaged in 1982 by the Italian director
Gianfranco De Bosio.
Armed with Fagiuoli’s meticulous
sketches and archival photos, De Bosio
reconstructed the modular staging, framed
by soaring obelisks and omniscient sphinxes,
anchored with eight hieroglyph-covered
columns that were rearranged in each act.
The 100th birthday party kicked off with
a bilingual speech by Verona’s mayor, Flavio
Tosi, and an obligatory sing-along of ‘Happy

Birthday’ by sunburned tourists amassed in
the Arena’s sun-baked galleries. Linking past
to present, Zenatello’s original 1913 sword
was offered to the evening’s Radamès,
Marco Berti, who has sung the role at the
Arena over six seasons since 2006. In a crisp,
white cotton toga corseted with a gold
breastplate, Berti portrayed the Egyptian
commander in confident, economical poses.
While he started out with ‘Celeste Aida’ in
a pensive, lyrical mood, he slid into more
squally waters, vocally speaking, as the
night progressed.
Fiorenza Cedolins’ Aida was sung in fluid,
flexible lines and with inexhaustible energy,
well matched by Verona debutante Violeta
Urmana’s warmly-ringing mezzo, as her
arch rival Amneris. The Act II ‘Fu la sorte’
duet was compelling, with both singers
in white, floor-skimming Grecian dresses
adorned with gold corsets, headdresses
and jewels. Ambrogio Maestri’s Amonasro
exhibited all the dusky colours and poetry
that a Verdi baritone requires, while Orlin
Anastassov’s Ramfis was steely and aloof.
Daniel Oren, who has conducted at the
Arena annually since his 1984 debut with
Puccini’s Tosca, occasionally bent tempi to
capitalise on Verdi’s show-stopping arias;
but he respected the overall spirit of the
score with diligent musicianship, so that the
opera’s brassy pomposity and vivid flights of
fancy were firmly kept within the bounds
of musical taste.
Despite fastidious archives detailing
Fagiuoli’s 1913 sets and costumes, the
grandiose Triumphal March of the original
production remains largely undocumented.
Choreographer Susanna Egri consulted

Back to the future: La Fura dels Baus’s
contemporary take on an ancient tale
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